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Why combine Logics?
Many application domains require different 
perspectives to be adequately captured.

`Universal languages’ like first-order logic are 
computationally difficult (undecidable) and/or 
incomplete (second-order);

Special purpose formalism are often more 
natural, both semantically and syntactically;

Highly expressive special purpose formalism 
are difficult to extend.



How to combine logics?

Most combination techniques are 
algorithmically very difficult (e.g. products).

Transfer results for fusions require their 
models be closed under disjoint unions.

General meta-theorems (transfer results) 
presuppose an abstract framework for KR-
formalisms.



Three Goals:

use a suitable (common) representation of 
various KR formalisms;

allow for (regimented) interaction between 
the components;

ensure that the combination of decidable 
components remains decidable.

Find a combination technique that is widely applicable, 
useful, and computationally robust:



A Solution	
The languages of Description Logics, Modal 
Logics, Temporal and Spatial Logics etc. can be 
translated into the common language of ADLs. 
(Abstract Description Languages)

The intended semantics of each logic is 
converted into classes of ADMs.              
(Abstract Description Models)

E-Connections of ADSs allow for interaction 
between the components, while decidability is 
inherited from the component logics.



Abstract Description 
Systems

Abstract Description Systems: ADSs
Definition 1. An abstract description system (ADS) is a pair
(L,M), where

• L is an ADL and

• M is a class of ADMs for L.
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Basic ideas of ADS	

prop. variables/concept expressions        terms;

roles of DLs        binary relations;

modalities/DL constructors etc.        functions;

The intended interpretation of the symbols is fixed 
by choosing an appropriate class of admissible 
models.

The languages of ADSs are quantifier-free and solely build 
from terms (denoting sets), objects variables (denoting 

individuals), Booleans, and function and relation symbols.



Abstract Description Language
Abstract description language

Definition 2. The terms of an abstract description language
(ADL) are of the following form:

t ::= x | ¬t1 | t1 � t2 | fi(t1, . . . , tni),

The term assertions of the ADL are of the form

• t1 ⇥ t2, where t1 and t2 are terms,

and the object assertions are

• R(a1, . . . , am), for ai object variables;

• a : t, for a an object variable and t a term.
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Example: ALC as ADLExamples

ALC as ADL

• The concept expressions C of ALC can be regarded as terms C�

of an ADS ALC�.

• A � A�, A a concept name, A� a set-variable;

• R � f�R, f⇥R, R a role, f�R, f⇥R unary function symbols;

Then, put inductively

(C �D)� = C� ⌅D�

(¬C)� = ¬C�

(⇥R.C)� = f�R(C�)

(⇤R.C)� = f⇥R(C�)
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ALC  as ADL
Object names of ALC are treated as obj. variables;

Role names are treated as binary relations;

Term assertions correspond to general TBoxes;

Object assertions correspond to ABoxes;

The connection between roles R and the associated 
function symbols is fixed by choosing a suitable 
class of admissible models.



Semantics for ADLs
The semantics of ADLs

Definition 3. An abstract description model (ADM) for an
ADL L is a structure of the form

W =
�
W, (xW)x�V , (aW)a�X , (fW

i )i�I , (RW
i )i�R

⇥
,

where

• W is a non-empty set;

• xW ⇤ W ;

• aW ⇥ W ;

• fW
i is a function mapping ni-tuples �X1, . . . , Xni⌅ of subsets of

W to a subset of W ;

• RW
i are mi-ary relations on W .
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ALC  as ADS: Models	Examples continued:

Semantics for ALC�

Given an ALC-model

I =
�
�, AI

1 , . . . , RI
1 , . . . , aI1 , . . .

⇥
,

M contains the model M =
�
�,VM,XM, FM, RM

⇥
, where F

consists of the function symbols f⇥Ri and f⇤Ri , and R is the set of all
role names of ALC, and

– (A⇥)M = AI , for all concept names A;

– aM = aI , for all object names a;

– RM
i = RI

i , for all roles Ri;

– f⇥RiX = {d ⇥ � | ⇤d� ⇥ � (dRI
i d� � d� ⇥ X)}, for all roles Ri;

– f⇤RiX = {d ⇥ � | ⌅d� ⇥ � (dRI
i d� � d� ⇥ X)}, for all roles Ri.
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•Take a finite number of logical formalism, 
representable as ADSs; 

•Assume their languages (signatures) to be 
disjoint (might share logical symbols); 

•Assume an arbitrary number of link 
relations, establishing links between foreign 
domains; 

•Add operators to the disjoint union of the 
languages which interpret these links;

E-Connections: Basics	

14



An informal picture of a connection

Domain 1 Domain 2

⇥E�2 (t)

E

⇥E�1 (a)

t

a

Figure 1: A 2-dimensional connection
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2-dim E-connection



2-dim E-connection
Extension and Truth in 2-dim Connections

A structure
M = ⌦W1,W2, E↵ ,

where Wi ⌅Mi and E ⇤ W1 �W2 is called a model for C.

To define e.g. the extension tM ⇤ W2 of a 2-term t we add:

• (⌦E↵2 (s))M = {y ⌅ W2 | ⇧x ⌅ sM : xEy}

• (⌦E↵2 (a))M = {y ⌅ W2 | aMEy}

The truth-relation |= between models M for C and assertions of C
is standard.
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General Case
Allow n ADSs, n finite, allow arbitrarily many 
n-ary link relations, and add (n-1)-ary 
operators: 

126 4. E-CONNECTIONS AND ABSTRACT DESCRIPTION SYSTEMS

is called a link-set for S1, . . . , Sn. The elements of E are called link relations or
simply links.

(ii) Given a link-set E = {Ej | j ⇤ J}, the set of link operators generated by E is the set

{
�

Ej
⇥i | 1 ⇥ i ⇥ n, j ⇤ J}

of function symbols
�

Ej
⇥i of arity n � 1 which are assumed to be distinct from the

function symbols of S1, . . . , Sn. The function symbols
�

Ej
⇥i are called link operat-

ors.

Next, we introduce the terms of an E-connection CE(S1, . . . , Sn). The set of
CE(S1, . . . , Sn)-terms consists, intuitively, of n disjoint sets of i-terms, 1 ⇥ i ⇥ n, which,
in turn, consist of the terms of Li enriched with the new function symbols

�
Ej

⇥i, for
each j ⇤ J. Here is a formal inductive definition:

DEFINITION 4.19 (TERMS AND i-TERMS OF E-CONNECTIONS). Let S1, . . . , Sn be n
ADSs in languages Li, 1 ⇥ i ⇥ n, and E = {Ej | j ⇤ J} a link-set. The set of terms of
CE(S1, . . . , Sn) is the disjoint union of the sets of i-terms, 1 ⇥ i ⇥ n, defined inductively as
follows:

– every set variable of Li is an i-term;
– the set of i-terms is closed under ¬, ⌃ and the function symbols of Li;
– if (t1, . . . , ti�1, ti+1, . . . , tn) is a sequence of k-terms tk, for k ⌅= i, then

�
Ej

⇥i (t1, . . . , ti�1, ti+1, . . . , tn)

is an i-term, for every j ⇤ J.

There are three types of assertions of CE(S1, . . . , Sn). The first two types are the
term assertions and object assertions of the component ADSs, taking into account the
new sets of i-terms. Additionally, to be able to speak about the new ingredients of
E-connections, link relations, we require so-called link assertions. A formal definition
is as follows:

DEFINITION 4.20 (ASSERTIONS IN E-CONNECTIONS). Assume, for 1 ⇥ i ⇥ n, the
sets of i-terms are already defined. Then define

– if t1 and t2 are i-terms then
t1 ⌦ t2

is an i-term assertions;
– if a, a1, . . . , amR are object variables of Li, t is an i-term, and R is a relation symbol

of Li of arity mR, then

a : t and R(a1, . . . , amR)

are i-object assertions;
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– if ai, 1 ⇧ i ⇧ n, are object variables of Li and j � J then

(a1, . . . , an) : Ej

is a link assertions.

Taken together, the sets of all link assertions, i-term assertions, and i-object assertions form the
set of assertions of the E-connection CE(S1, . . . , Sn). A finite set of assertions is also called a
knowledge base of CE(S1, . . . , Sn).

We now introduce the semantics of E-connections.

DEFINITION 4.21 (SEMANTICS OF E-CONNECTIONS). Let S1, . . . , Sn be n ADSs,
where Si = (Li, Mi), for 1 ⇧ i ⇧ n, and let E = {Ej | j � J} be a link-set. A model
for the E-connection CE(S1, . . . , Sn) is a structure of the form

M =
⇤
(Wi)i⇧n, EM = (EM

j )j�J)
⌅

,

where Wi � Mi, for 1 ⇧ i ⇧ n, and

EM
j ⌅ W1 ⇤ · · ·⇤Wn

for each j � J.
The extension tM ⌅ Wi of an i-term t is defined by induction. For set and object variables

X and a of Li, we put XM = XWi and aM = aWi . The inductive steps for the Booleans and
function symbols of Li are the same as in Definition 4.2:

– (¬t1)M = Wi \ tM1 , (t1 � t2)M = tM1 � tM2 ,

– ( f (t1, . . . , tm f ))
M = f Wi(tM1 , . . . , tMm f

).

Now let ti = (t1, . . . , ti�1, ti+1, . . . , tn) be a sequence of j-terms tj, j  = i. Then set

(
�

Ej
⇥i (ti))M = {x � Wi | ⌦

�  =i
x� � tM� (x1, . . . , xi�1, x, xi+1, . . . , xn) � EM

j }.

Finally, the extension RM of a relation symbol R of Li is just RWi .
The truth-relation � between models M for the E-connection CE(S1, . . . , Sn) and asser-

tions of CE(S1, . . . , Sn) is defined in the obvious way:

– M � t1 ⌘ t2 ⌃⌥ tM1 ⌅ tM2 ;

– M � a : t ⌃⌥ aM � tM;

– M � R(a1, . . . , amR) ⌃⌥ RM(aM
1 , . . . , aM

mR
);

– M � (a1, . . . , an) : Ej ⌃⌥ EM
j (aM

1 , . . . , aM
n ).

As in the case of ADSs, we say that � is satisfied in M if M � �. A set � of CE(S1, . . . , Sn)-
assertions is satisfiable if there exists a model M for CE(S1, . . . , Sn) which satisfies all asser-
tions in �. In this case we write M � �. If � contains only object assertions then, as before, we
use the term A-satisfiability instead of satisfiability.
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Important: Operators can be iterated



2-dim ExampleExamples of E-connections

C(ALCO, S4u)

Take the description logic ALCO (extending ALC with nominals)
and, using concepts Country, Treaty, etc., nominals EU,
Schengen treaty, object names France etc., and a role member, etc.

Luxembourg : ⇥member.EU � ⇥member.Schengen treaty

Iceland : ⇥member.Schengen treaty � ¬⇥member.EU

France : Country

Schengen treaty ⇤ Treaty

⇥member.Schengen treaty ⇤ Country

etc.

After that you want to say something about borders in Europe.
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S4u as Spatial Logic
The modal logic S4u, i.e., Lewis’s modal system S4 
enriched with the universal modality, is an important 
formalism for reasoning about spatial knowledge. 

Tarski interpreted the basic S4 (without the universal 
modality) in topological spaces as early as 1938. 

Later, the universal box was added in order to allow 
the representation of and reasoning about the well-
known RCC-8 set of relations between two regions in 
a topological space. 



2-dim Example
C(ALCO, S4u)

Using such an E-connection between ALCO and S4u you can
continue:

EQ(⌃E⌥2 (EU), ⌃E⌥2 (Portugal) � . . . )

EC(⌃E⌥2 (France), ⌃E⌥2 (Luxembourg))

NTPP(⌃E⌥2 (Luxembourg), ⌃E⌥2 (�member.Schengen Treaty))

⌃E⌥2 (France) = CI ⌃E⌥2 (France)

i.e., ‘the space occupied by the EU is the space occupied by its
members’, etc.

23



Interaction
Interaction: France : �member.Schengen Treaty ?

Luxembourg

E S4uDL

France

⇥E�2 (Luxembourg)

⇥E�2 (France)

24
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↵E�2 ({Luxembourg})

E
ALCO S4u

Luxembourg

France

↵E�2 ({France})

Figure 4.2: France and Luxembourg have a common border.

‘Don’t know!’ because you did not tell your system that the spatial extensions of any
two countries do not overlap. If you add, for example,

¬� (I(↵E�2 (Country � ¬⌅member.{Schengen treaty})�

� I(↵E�2 (⌅member.{Schengen treaty}))

(‘The members of the Schengen treaty do not overlap with the non-Schengen coun-
tries’) to the knowledge base, then the answer to the query will be ‘Yes!’.

Clearly, the representation task is much easier if complete knowledge about the
geography of Europe is available. Then you could have taken an existing spatial data-
base describing the RCC-8 relations between the European countries, mountains, etc.,
and thus use a fixed model of S4u with a fixed link relation E. This database can be
conceived of as an ADS in the same manner as the map of Liverpool in the previous
example.

4.5.3. A Purely Conceptual E-Connection: CE(SHIQ�, ALCO�). Having satisfied
your boss in the EU parliament with the constructed GIS, you get a new task: to de-
velop a knowledge base regulating relations between people in the EU (citizenship,
jobs, etc.). On the one hand, you already have the ALCO knowledge base describing
countries in the EU from the previous example. But on the other hand, you must also
be able to express laws like

(i) ‘No citizen of the EU may have more than one spouse’;
(ii) ‘All children of UK citizens are UK citizens’; or

(iii) ‘A person whose residence is the UK either is a child of a person whose res-
idence is the UK, or is a UK citizen or has a work permit in the UK’.



Going 3-dim:
C(ALCO, S4u, PTL)

• Add a temporal dimension to the connection C(ALCO,S4u):

– Extend the connection C(ALCO,S4u) with one more
ADS—e.g. propositional temporal logic PTL, which uses the
constructors Since and Until and is interpreted in flows of
time like N.

– The ternary relation E(x, y, z) means now that at moment z

(from the domain of PTL) point y (in the domain of S4u)
belongs to the spatial region occupied by object x (in the
domain of the ALCO).
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3-dim E-Connection
C(ALCO, S4u, PTL)

Then we can say, for example:

⌥E�2 (Poland, 2005)  ⌥E�2 (EU, 2005)

PO(⌥E�2 (Austria, 1914), ⌥E�2 (Italy, 1950))

�F¬ ⌥E�3 (Basel,EU),

• ‘In 2005, the territory of Poland will belong to the territory
occupied by the EU.’;

• ‘The territory of Austria in 1914 partially overlaps the territory
of Italy in 1950.’;

• ‘No part of Basel will ever belong to the EU.’.
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Illustration of C(DL, S4u,PTL)

E

E

Conceptual Spatial

Temporal

EU

2005

0

Poland

E

hEi2 (EU, 2005)

hEi2 (Poland, 2005)
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A 3-dim connection



Results for Basic       
E-Connections:

Some results
Theorem 4. Suppose that the satisfiability problem for each of the
ADSs Si, 1 � i � n, is decidable. Then the satisfiability problem for
any E-connection of the Si is decidable as well.
Corollary 5. The satisfiability problem for any E-connection of DLs
with a decidable satisfiability problem for ABoxes with respect to
TBoxes as well as logics like PTL, MS, and S4u is decidable.
Theorem 6. There are examples of E-connections C(S1,S2) with an
undecidable A-satisfiability problem, where the A-satisfiability of the
Si is decidable.
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The time complexity of the decision problem is at most 
one non-deterministic exponential higher than the 
worst complexity of one of the components.



E-Connections: Extensions

• Structural conditions on links;

• Link operators on object variables;

• Boolean operators on links.

• Number restrictions on links;



Structural ConditionsFurther structural conditions:

Conditions on connections like:

⇥x⇥y⇥z(xRy ⇤ (xEz ⇤ yEz)) (�)

are not expressible in the language of connections, but are very
natural:

  spatial extensionscapital of

y

x

However:
Theorem 7. Suppose the components Si of a E-connection C(S1,S2)
are decidable. Then it is decidable whether an assertion is satisfiable
in a model of C(S1,S2) satisfying (�).
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Example:
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⌃E⌥2 ({Luxembourg})

E
ALCO S4u

Luxembourg

France

⌃E⌥2 ({France})

Figure 4.2: France and Luxembourg have a common border.

‘Don’t know!’ because you did not tell your system that the spatial extensions of any
two countries do not overlap. If you add, for example,

¬� (I(⌃E⌥2 (Country � ¬�member.{Schengen treaty})⇤

⇤ I(⌃E⌥2 (�member.{Schengen treaty}))

(‘The members of the Schengen treaty do not overlap with the non-Schengen coun-
tries’) to the knowledge base, then the answer to the query will be ‘Yes!’.

Clearly, the representation task is much easier if complete knowledge about the
geography of Europe is available. Then you could have taken an existing spatial data-
base describing the RCC-8 relations between the European countries, mountains, etc.,
and thus use a fixed model of S4u with a fixed link relation E. This database can be
conceived of as an ADS in the same manner as the map of Liverpool in the previous
example.

4.5.3. A Purely Conceptual E-Connection: CE(SHIQ�, ALCO�). Having satisfied
your boss in the EU parliament with the constructed GIS, you get a new task: to de-
velop a knowledge base regulating relations between people in the EU (citizenship,
jobs, etc.). On the one hand, you already have the ALCO knowledge base describing
countries in the EU from the previous example. But on the other hand, you must also
be able to express laws like

(i) ‘No citizen of the EU may have more than one spouse’;
(ii) ‘All children of UK citizens are UK citizens’; or

(iii) ‘A person whose residence is the UK either is a child of a person whose res-
idence is the UK, or is a UK citizen or has a work permit in the UK’.

Link relations:    `C’ for `having citizenship in’; 
   `R’ for `having residence in’;
   `W’ for `having work permit in’.
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This means, in particular, that you need more constructors than ALCO can provide,
say, qualified number restrictions and inverse roles. It is known, however, that inverse
roles, number restrictions, and nominals are difficult to handle algorithmically in one
system [Horrocks and Sattler, 2001]. The fusion of ALCO with, say, the description
logic SHIQ of Horrocks et al. [1999] having the required constructors, does not help
either, because transfer results for fusions are available so far only for DLs whose
models are closed under disjoint unions which is not the case if nominals are allowed
as concept constructors [Baader et al., 2002]. It seems, a perspective way to attack this
problem is to connect SHIQ� with ALCO�.

Let E contain three binary relations between the domains of SHIQ (people, com-
panies, etc.) and ALCO (countries): xCy means that x is a citizen of y, xRy means
that x has residence in y, and xWy means that x has a work permit in y. For example,
↵R�1 ({UK}) denotes all people having residence in the UK, and ↵C�1 ({UK}) all UK
citizens. The subsumptions below represent the regulations (i)–(iii):

↵C�1 ({EU}) � ¬(⇤ 2married.⌃);

⌅child of. ↵C�1 ({UK) � ↵C�1 ({UK});

↵R�1 ({UK}) � ⌅child of�1. ↵R�1 ({UK}) � ↵C�1 ({UK}) � ↵W�1 ({UK}).

4.5.4. A Concept-Topo-Temporal E-Connection: CE(ALCO�, S4�
u, PTL�). ‘The EU

is developing!’, said your boss, ‘We are going to have new members by 2004’. So
you extend the connection CE(ALCO�, S4�

u) with one more ADS—propositional tem-
poral logic PTL�. Now, besides object variables EU, Germany, etc. of ALCO�, and set
variables Alps, Basel, etc. of S4�

u, we use the terms {0}, {1}, . . . as abbreviations for
(¬⇥n

P ⌃�⇥
n�1
P ⌃)�, where ⇥P � stands for ⌥S�. We then have {n}W = {n}, for any

PTL�-model W. The ternary relation E(x, y, z) means now that at moment z (from the
domain of PTL) point y (in the domain of S4u) belongs to the spatial region occupied
by object x (in the domain of ALCO). Then we can say, for example:

↵E�2 ({Poland}, {2004}) � ↵E�2 ({EU}, {2004});

PO(↵E�2 ({Austria}, {1914)}, ↵E�2 ({Italy}, {1950}));

�F¬ ↵E�3 ({Basel}, {EU});

i.e., ‘In 2004, the territory of Poland will belong to the territory occupied by the EU’
(see Figure 4.3), ‘The territory of Austria in 1914 partially overlaps the territory of Italy
in 1950’, ‘No part of Basel will ever belong to the EU’.14

14This example was devised before Poland actually became a member of the EU.



Operators on object variables
Basic E-connection don’t allow to apply link 
operators to object names, just to nominals;

Thus, in the E-connection of SHIQ and ALCO, 

we cannot form the expression:

where `Bob’ is an object name of SHIQ 
(denoting the set of all countries 
where `Bob’ has citizenship).

countryuhCi2(Bob)



Operators on object variables

The time complexity is, as before, one non-
deterministic exponential higher.
Note that the addition of nominals to an 
arbitrary logic can yield an undecidable one.

Theorem. Adding link operators on 
object variables to decidable basic                     
E-connections preserves decidability.



Booleans on Links
Basic E-connections do not allow for 
interaction between the different links;

How do we express:
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5.3. Boolean Operations on Links

The two variants of E-connections introduced so far do not allow any interaction
between links, which is a rather severe restriction. To illustrate this, we again consider
the connection CE(SHIQ�, ALCO�) from Section 4.5.3. Recall that E = {C, R, W}, where
the link C represents citizenship (of people in EU countries) and R represents the place
of residence. In the E-connections CE(SHIQ�, ALCO�) and CE

O(SHIQ�, ALCO�), we can-
not describe a concept such as

(iv) ‘People taking residence in the country of their citizenship’.

To do this, we need the intersection of the links C and R:

Human being ✏ ↵C ⌥ R�1 (Country).

Similarly, suppose that we are in the estate agent’s framework of Section 4.5.1 and
want to describe the set of points in space (say, Liverpool) which are served by all
mobile phone providers. This can be naturally done using the complement operator
on a link S (representing ‘serves’):

¬ ↵¬S�2 (Mobile phone provider).

Note that ↵¬S�2 (Mobile phone provider) is the set of points that are not served by some
mobile phone provider.

These simple examples motivate the following definition:

DEFINITION 5.11 (BOOLEAN LINKS).
Suppose that Si = (Li, Mi), 1 ⌅ i ⌅ n, are ADSs and that E = {Ej | j ⇧ J} is a set of n-ary
relation symbols. Denote by

CE
B(S1, . . . , Sn)

the E-connection with the smallest set E of links such that

– E ⇤ E;
– if F ⇧ E, then ¬F ⇧ E;
– if F, G ⇧ E, then F � G ⇧ E.

Given an ADM

M =
�
(Wi)i⌅n, EM

⇥
,

we interpret the links F ⇧ E as relations FM ⇤ W1 ⇥ · · ·⇥Wn (with Wi being the domain of
Wi) in the obvious way:

(F � G)M = FM ⌥ GM, (¬F)M = (W1 ⇥ · · ·⇥Wn) \ FM.

The Boolean operations on links allow us to express link inclusion assertions of
the form F ⇣ G, where F and G are links, and M � F ⇣ G if and only if FM ⇤ GM.

We need the intersection of the links `C’ and `R’:
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Booleans on Links
Theorem. Adding Boolean operators on links 
to decidable basic E-connections preserves 
decidability.

The time complexity bound is as before, but 
optimal in general:
The E-connection of propositional logic with 
itself and with Booleans on links can 
simulate the product logic S5 x S5, so grows 
from NP to NEXPTIME-complete.



Number restrictions on links
Number restrictions are very useful in DLs, 
and equally natural to employ on links;

However, they are too expressive in general:

Number restrictions can be used to force links 
to be bijective functions:

So nominals can be exported from one component 
to another, yielding undecidability.
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LEMMA 5.20. Let S = (L, M) be an ADS for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable
and let E be a non-empty set of link symbols. Then the satisfiability problem for CE

Q(S, B1) is
undecidable.

PROOF. By Theorem 4.17, there exist ADS S for which singleton satisfiability is
undecidable but which have a decidable satisfiability problem. Take any such S. We
prove the lemma by reducing singleton satisfiability in S to satisfiability in CE

Q(S, B1):
it is readily checked that an L-term t is singleton satisfiable if and only if the set of
CE

Q(S, B1)-assertions (consisting of a 1-assertion and a 2-assertion)

{t  ⌥E�1 (⇤2) , ⇤2  ⌥= 1 E�2 (t)}

is satisfiable, where E is a link relation from E and ⌥= 1 E�i (t) is an abbreviation for
⌥� 1 E�i (t) ⌅ ⌥⇥ 1 E�i (t). �

�

The intuitive reason for this ‘negative’ result is that number restrictions on links
allow the transfer of ‘counting capabilities’ from one component to another. For ex-
ample, in C

{E}
Q (SHIQ�, ALCO�), we can ‘export’ the nominals of ALCO� to SHIQ�: the

assertions

⇤2 = ⌥� 1E�2 (⇤1), ⇤2 = ⌥⇥ 1E�2 (⇤1), ⇤1 = ⌥� 1E�1 (⇤2), ⇤1 = ⌥⇥ 1E�1 (⇤2)

state that E is a bijective function, and so we can use ⌥E�1 ({a}), a an object variable of
ALCO�, as a nominal in SHIQ�.

When introducing number restrictions on links, it is thus natural to confine
ourselves to ADSs which, intuitively, ‘cannot count’. Indeed, as the decidability trans-
fer result from the next section shows, the fact that one of the ADSs used in the proof
of Theorem 5.19 was not number tolerant, is essential.

5.4.2. Decidable E-Connections with Number Restrictions. Fortunately, number
tolerance is precisely what we need in order to preserve decidability in the presence
of number restrictions on links.

The proof of the next result is similar to that of Theorem 5.1: we guess sets of
1-types and 2-types to be realised in a potential model. Additionally, for each i-type t
we need to guess the number and type of witnesses for the link operators ⌥⇥ rE�i(s)
such that none of the link operators ⌥� rE�i(s) of t is violated. Similarly to the pre-
vious variants of E-connections, we get a non-deterministic upper time bound for the
satisfiability problem that is obtained by adding one exponential to the maximal time
complexity of the component ADSs.
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Number restrictions on links

Need the concept of `number tolerance’: 
typical: logics with nominals are not number 
tolerant, those closed under disjoint unions are.

Theorem. Adding qualified number 
restrictions on links to decidable basic             
E-connections preserves decidability, 
whenever all components are number tolerant.



Transfer Results: Overview

Basic O B Q

Basic + + +
number
tolerant

O + -

B -



Ontologies / Distributed Reasoning

• E-connections are a prominent framework for 
distributed reasoning and ontology integration: 

• Distributed Description Logics (DDLs)  (Borgida 
& Serafini) are a special case of E-connections, 
but less expressive, and specialised to DLs only.

• Ontologies using different DLs can be integrated 
by establishing appropriate links, relating the 
terminologies of the different ontologies.



Ontology Factorisation
Suppose ontology O is formalisable only in a 
very complex (or even undecidable) DL L.

O may in fact `talk’ about a number of simpler 
subdomains, ontologies O1 ... On, representable 
by simpler DLs L1...Ln.

Interaction between these simpler ontologies 
can be pushed into link relations, yielding a 
more transparent and decidable framework.

Ontology maintenance can be made locally.



Past Future Work
Optimised algorithms for concrete E-connections: 
first steps: tableaux for “weak” E-connections of 
SHIQ, SHOQ and SHOI in the Pellet system;

Sub-Boolean logics (Baader/Ghilardi);

Further expressive means and study of 
expressivity in general;

Reasoning with inconsistencies;

Tools for ontology integration.



E-connections and DOL
Contextualised alignments in DOL

How do we fully integrate E-connections (and 
therefore DDL) into DOL

How do we treat general bridge theories in DOL

Abstract away from abstract description systems

Proof support via translations

Currently: Resolution for basic E-connections
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